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(54) Apparatus for correcting the delay difference between two-route video signals

(57) Received videos through A and B routes are in-
putted in first and second variable means (1, 2), and
then, they are delayed by a first and a second frame
memory (3, 4) by one frame. Further, the delayed sig-
nals A and B are inputted in a comparator (10). Alterna-
tively, these signals A and B are further delayed by one
frame by third and fourth frame memories (5, 6) and
these delayed signals AF and BF are also inputted in
the comparator (10). The comparator (10) compares the
signals obtained by delaying the signals A, B, AF and
BF by one line and one pixel, respectively, between the

A and B routes with respect to all combinations so as to
detect the difference between them. Then, a signal hav-
ing the minimum difference is detected and a first and a
second memory control signal (42, 43) to make the dif-
ference smaller are outputted to the first and second var-
iable delay means (1, 2). By repeating the processing,
the difference is gradually corrected and finally, the dif-
ference is completely corrected. According to the
present invention, it is possible to provide a positional
difference correcting apparatus between two-route vid-
eos, which serves to correct a horizontal difference, a
vertical difference and a time axial difference.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a positional
difference correcting apparatus between two-route vid-
eos, which is preferable to be used for a system intend-
ing to have high reliability of the transmission by trans-
mitting the same video to two channels.
[0002] Conventionally, in a double transmission of a
video designed to have high reliability, a system such
that the same video is transmitted with two routes or two
channels and a person monitors these two-route videos
at the receiving side has been performed. In the system,
in this case that a failure arises in any one of the two
routes, an observer of the two-route videos detects the
failure and changes over a switch to a normal channel
manually.
[0003] However, according to the above described
conventional art, finding an image failure and changing
to a normal channel depend on manpower, so that it
takes a time not less than two or three seconds from the
image failure arises until a switch is changed over to the
normal channel. Therefore, this involves a problem such
that the video having a failure has been outputted during
two or three seconds.
[0004] Accordingly, the present applicant invented an
apparatus to automatically find an image failure and au-
tomatically change over a switch to a normal channel
and filed the invention as a patent (namely, "an image
failure detecting apparatus in a redundant double trans-
mission" of Japanese Patent Application No.
11-156432). According to the invention, in the two-route
videos to be inputted in the image failure detecting ap-
paratus, it is assumed that the positions of the videos
are identical and there is no processing delay difference.
[0005] However, in the double transmission, there are
many cases such that the two-route videos pass through
geographically different places, so that it is common that
there is a transmission delay difference. Alternatively, in
this case that a sort of a transmission apparatus to be
included in respective channels, for example, a sort of
an image compressing coding apparatus and a decod-
ing apparatus or the like are different, there is a possi-
bility that a position of an available screen in each piece
of video is slightly displaced in an upper or lower direc-
tion and a right or left direction (a vertical direction and
a horizontal direction) depending on an apparatus. Al-
ternatively, in this case that one of the two channels is
a satellite line, there may be a difference of about one
second in the transmission time of the both channels (i.
e., the difference in a time axis) and there may be a video
difference of about thirty pieces between the two-route
videos.
[0006] An object of the present invention is to provide
a positional difference correcting apparatus between
two-route videos in order to remove a horizontal differ-
ence, a vertical difference and a time axial difference
between the two-route videos from arising.
[0007] In order to achieve the object, the invention is

characterized in that a positional difference correcting
apparatus between two-route videos comprises: first
variable delay means in which a received video of a first
route is inputted and second variable delay means in
which a received video of a second route is inputted;
frame memories, line memories and pixel memories,
which are connected each of the first and second vari-
able delay means, comparing means to compare a
frame delay video, a line delay video and a pixel delay
video, which are delayed by the frame memories, the
line memories and the pixel memories, between the first
and second routes; and correcting control signal gener-
ating means to generate a control signal for correcting
a minimum delay difference, which are obtained by the
comparing means; wherein a signal obtained by the cor-
recting control signal generating means is provided to
the first or the second variable delay means so as to
correct the delay difference.
[0008] According to the invention, a positional differ-
ence or a delay difference of the received videos be-
tween the first and second routes is corrected complete-
ly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram for illustrating a schematic
constitution of an embodiment according to the
present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram for illustrating a specific
constitution of a comparing portion in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram for illustrating a specific
constitution of a correlation calculating portion in
FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a view for illustrating an example of a table,
which is owned by a decoder shown in FIG. 3;
FIGs. 5A and 5B are block diagrams for illustrating
another specific constitution of the correlation cal-
culating portion;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram for illustrating a schematic
constitution of a second embodiment according to
the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram for illustrating a schematic
constitution of a third embodiment according to the
present invention; and
FIG. 8 is a block diagram for illustrating a specific
constitution of a comparing portion of the third em-
bodiment according to the present invention.

[0010] The present invention will be specifically ex-
plained below with reference to the drawings. At first, a
principle of the present invention will be explained.
[0011] According to the present invention, a pixel val-
ue and a characteristic value of the two-route videos are
compared in the inputted videos, which are slightly dis-
placed generally. Then, by gradually correcting a differ-
ence between the positions, finally, the positions of the
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two-route videos are precisely aligned. There is a case
that a sort of a compressing coding apparatus is differ-
ent from a sort of a decoding apparatus between the
channels in the two-route videos. In this case, the coded
noises are different in the two channels. However, even
in this case, a main original video signal is predominant,
so that it can be said that there is autocorrelation in the
comparison between the two-route videos.
[0012] As described above, according to a principle
of the present invention, the positions of the two-route
videos are gradually aligned by the use of a property
such that, as the difference in the two-route videos is
decreased, the correlation is gradually increased.
[0013] An embodiment according to the present in-
vention will be explained with reference to FIG. 1. As
shown in FIG. 1, the video signals of two routes (here-
inafter, they are referred to a A route and a B route, re-
spectively) are inputted in a first FIFO-type frame mem-
ory 1 and a second FIFO-type frame memory 2 as one
of variable delay means, which are capable of changing
a reading position, respectively. As one example, these
memories 1 and 2 preferably have a storage capacity
for two frames. However, they are not limited to this and
a memory having larger storage capacity than this may
be used. These memories 1 and 2 are connected to a
third frame memory 3 and a fourth frame memory 4.
Then, the signals read from these memories 1 and 2 are
inputted in the third frame memory 3 and the fourth
frame memory 4, respectively. The third frame memory
3 is connected to a comparator 10 and a fifth frame
memory 5. On one hand, the fourth frame memory 4 is
connected to the comparator 10 and a sixth frame mem-
ory 6. Therefore, a signal outputted from the third frame
memory 3 is inputted in the comparator 10 and the fifth
frame memory 5 and a signal outputted from the fourth
frame memory 4 is inputted in the comparator 10 and
the sixth frame memory 6. From this, it is obvious that
the third to sixth frame memories 3 to 6 generate the
delay for one frame, respectively.
[0014] A specific embodiment of the comparator 10
will be described with reference to FIG. 2 as a reference
symbol A denotes an output signal of the third frame
memory 3, a reference symbol B denotes an output sig-
nal of the fourth frame memory 4, a reference symbol
AF denotes an output signal of the fifth frame memory
5 and a reference symbol BF denotes an output signal
of the sixth frame memory 6 in FIG. 1.
[0015] The comparator 10 is configured by 1-pixel de-
lay portions 11, 13, 15 and 17 for delaying the output
signals A, AF B and BF by one pixel, one line delay por-
tions 12, 14, 16 and 18 for delaying the output signals
A, AF B and BF by one line and a correlation calculator
19.
[0016] In the correlation calculator 19, six sorts of the
signals with respect to the A route including the output
signals A, one pixel delay signal AD of the signal A, one
line delay signal AL of the signal A, one frame delay sig-
nal AF of the output signal A, one pixel delay signal AFD

of the signal AF and one line delay signal AF of the signal
AF are inputted. Further, in the correlation calculator 19,
six sorts of the signals with respect to the B route includ-
ing the output signal B, one pixel delay signal BD of the
signal B, one line delay signal BL of the signal B, one
frame delay signal BF of the output signal B, one pixel
delay signal BFD of the signal BF and one line delay
signal BFL of the signal BF are inputted.
[0017] A specific embodiment of the correlation cal-
culator 19 will be explained with reference to FIG. 3. The
correlation calculator 19 is configured by pixel value dif-
ference absolute value sum calculators (SAD) 21 to 35,
a minimum value comparator 40, in which respective
outputs of these pixel value difference absolute value
sum calculators 21 to 35 are inputted, and a decoder 41
to output memory control signals 42 and 43 by decoding
the output R of the minimum value comparator 40.
[0018] For example, in the pixel value difference ab-
solute value sum calculator 21, the signals A and B
shown in FIG. 2 (namely, pixel values Ai and Bi) are in-
putted. Therefore, the pixel value difference absolute
value sum calculator 21 obtains a pixel value difference
absolute value sum S0 by the following calculation.

[0019] Where, N represents the number of pixels in
one screen.
[0020] And so forth, the pixel value difference abso-
lute value sum calculators 21 to 35 obtain pixel value
difference absolute value sums S1 to S14 from the com-
binations of the signals (A, AD, AL, AF, AFD, AFL) and
the signals (B, BD, BL, BF, BFD, BFL). Then, the fifteen
output signals S0 to S14 of these pixel value difference
absolute value sum calculators 21 to 35 are inputted in
the minimum value comparator 40. The minimum value
comparator 40 obtains the minimum value from these
output signals S0 to S14 and notifies the decoder 41 of
one of a terminal numbers (indexes) 0 to 14 having the
minimum value as its output R. For example, the decod-
er 41 has a table as shown in FIG. 4 to show by which
directed correction a difference between the two-route
videos becomes smaller. By referring to the table, the
terminal numbers 0 to 14 such that the SAD becomes
the minimum value are converted into A and B memory
control signals. For example, if the terminal number "1"
is the minimum value, a control signal 43 to delay the B
memory by "D (=one pixel)" is outputted from the decod-
er 41. Alternatively, when this terminal number "1" is the
minimum value, the B route is advanced compared to
the A route by one pixel.
[0021] If a A memory control signal 42 or a B memory
control signal 43 is outputted from the decoder 41, the
delay amount of the first or second FIFO-type frame
memory 1 or 2 (refer to FIG. 1) is controlled by these
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control signals 42 and 43. For example, if the control
signal 43 to delay the B memory by "D (=one pixel)" is
outputted from the decoder 41, the second FIFO-type
frame memory 2 increases the delay amount by one pix-
el. Therefore, the difference of the A and B route is cor-
rected so that the correlation becomes higher.
[0022] In response to repetition of the above de-
scribed processing, the delay amount of the first FIFO-
type frame memory 1 or the second FIFO-type frame
memory 2 is controlled. Therefore, the positional differ-
ence or the delay difference of the videos between the
A route and the B route is gradually corrected so that
the correlation becomes higher. Finally, the present po-
sitional difference or the delay difference (i.e., the hori-
zontal difference, the vertical difference and the time ax-
is difference) is completely corrected. In other words,
the correcting processing is repeated until the both of
the A memory control signal 42 and the B memory con-
trol signal 43 become 0, namely, R=0. Then, if the both
of the A memory control signal 42 and the B memory
control signal 43 become 0, the present correcting
processing is terminated. Additionally, the horizontal dif-
ference means the pixel difference, the vertical differ-
ence means the line difference and the time axis differ-
ence means the frame difference, respectively.
[0023] As a result, there is no positional difference in
the output 44 of the first FIFO-type frame memory 1 or
the output 45 of the second FIFO-type frame memory 2
(refer to FIG. 1). For example, these outputs 44 and 45
may be used as an input image signal of an image failure
detecting apparatus described in Japanese Patent Ap-
plication NO. 11-156432 filled by the present applicant.
[0024] An alternative specific embodiment of the cor-
relation calculator 19 will be explained with reference to
FIGs. 5A and 5B. The specific embodiment is charac-
terized in that difference absolute value sum calculators
(SAD) 51 to 65 are provided and further, image quality
characteristic value calculators 51a, 51b to 65a and 65b
are provided at a previous stage of the difference abso-
lute value sum calculators (SAD) 51 to 65. The same
reference numerals as those in FIG. 3 denote the same
or the equivalent components as those in FIG. 3, so that
the operational explanation thereof is herein omitted.
[0025] Each of the image quality characteristic value
calculators 51a, 51b to 65a and 65b calculates the im-
age quality characteristic value in each block (for exam-
ple, 16 pixels X 16 lines), which is formed by dividing
the screens of the A route and the B route into blocks.
As an example of the image quality characteristic value,
an average value of a pixel value in a block and a dis-
persion value of the pixel value in a block may be cited.
The difference absolute value sum calculators (SAD) 51
to 65 calculate a sum of the difference absolute values
of the image quality characteristic values in the A and B
routes . In other words, one difference absolute value is
obtained for each block, so that each of the difference
absolute value sum calculators (SAD) 51 to 65 sums up
the difference absolute values in a whole screen. As the

difference absolute value is smaller, the correlation of
the videos of the A and B routes is larger.
[0026] A second embodiment according to the
present invention will be explained with reference to
FIG. 6. Compared to the first embodiment (FIG. 1), the
embodiment is characterized in that a seventh frame
memory 7 and an eighth frame memory 8 are further
connected to the rear stages of the fifth frame memory
5 and the sixth frame memory 6, respectively, makes
signals which are further delayed by one frame than the
first embodiment to provide these signals to the compa-
rator 10. According to the embodiment, the number of
parts of a circuit is increased, however, it becomes pos-
sible to correct the positional difference of the videos of
the A route and the B route at a higher speed.
[0027] A third embodiment according to the present
invention will be explained with reference to FIG. 7. The
embodiment is characterized in that a third FIFO-type
frame memory 70 and a fourth FIFO-type frame memory
71 are provided in a circuit in parallel with the first FIFO-
type frame memory 1 and the second FIFO-type frame
memory 2 and the positional difference of videos is cor-
rected by these third and fourth FIFO-type frame mem-
ories 70 and 71 after the correcting amount of the posi-
tional difference of the videos by the first and second
FIFO-type frame memories 1 and 2 is finally decided.
The same reference numerals as those in FIG. 1 denote
the same or the equivalent components as those in FIG.
1.
[0028] A control signal storing portion 72 stores the A
memory control signal 42 and the B memory control sig-
nal 43 while the positional difference of the videos has
been corrected by using the first and second FIFO-type
frame memories 1 and 2. When a correction completion
signal 73 (namely, a signal such that both of the A mem-
ory control signals 42 and 43 are 0) is outputted from a
comparator 69, a switch 74 is closed and a A memory
control signal 42a and a B memory control signal 42b,
which have been stored in the control signal storing por-
tion 72, are transmitted in gross to the third and the
fourth FIFO-type frame memories 70 and 71.
[0029] A specific embodiment of the comparator 69
will be explained with reference to FIG. 8. The compa-
rator 69 is configured by a comparator 10 and a switch
controlling unit 69a. Additionally, the comparator unit 10
has the same constitution of that shown in FIG. 2. The
output R from the comparator 10 (the output R from the
minimum value comparator 40) is inputted in the control
signal storing portion 72 and the switch controlling unit
69a. The control signal storing portion 72 detects the
final correcting amount of the positional difference of the
videos by updating the data whenever the output R is
inputted. If the switch controlling unit 69a receives the
final correcting amount of the positional difference of the
videos (for example, R=0), the correction completion
signal 73 is outputted and the switch 74 is closed to send
the A and B memory control signals 42a and 42b to the
third and fourth FIFO-type frame memories.
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[0030] According to the present embodiment, it is pos-
sible to output the video of which positional difference
is completely corrected as outputs 44 and 45 from a time
when the positional difference of the videos in the A
route and the B route have been completely corrected.
[0031] As being obvious from the above described ex-
planation, according to the present invention, even
when there is a positional difference of the videos or a
delay difference of the videos by the transmission
processing delay (a horizontal difference, a vertical dif-
ference and a time axial difference) between the re-
ceived videos in two routes, by repeating the correcting
processing of the positional difference or the delay dif-
ference, finally, it becomes possible to completely cor-
rect these differences. Alternatively, according to the
present invention, it is possible to perform the correcting
processing by using a memory having a small amount.

Claims

1. A positional difference correcting apparatus be-
tween two-route videos comprising:

first variable delay means (1) in which a re-
ceived video of a first route is inputted and sec-
ond variable delay means (2) in which a re-
ceived video of a second route is inputted;
frame memories (3, 5, 4, 6), line memories (12,
14, 16, 18) and pixel memories (11, 13, 15, 17),
which are connected each of the first and sec-
ond variable delay means,
comparing means (19) to compare a frame de-
lay video, a line delay video and a pixel delay
video, which are delayed by the frame memo-
ries, the line memories and the pixel memories,
between the first and second routes; and
correcting control signal generating means (41)
to generate a control signal for correcting a de-
lay difference, which are obtained by the com-
paring means;

wherein a signal obtained by the correcting
control signal generating means is provided to the
first or the second variable delay means so as to
correct the delay difference.

2. A positional difference correcting apparatus be-
tween two-route videos according to claim 1,

wherein N number (N is a positive integer) of
the frame memories are connected in series to gen-
erate 1 to N frame delay videos as well as the line
memories and the pixel memories are connected in
parallel with respective frame memories to gener-
ate line delay videos and pixel delay videos with re-
spective to said 1 to N frame delay videos so that
the frame delay videos, the line delay videos and
the pixel delay videos are inputted in the comparing

means.

3. A positional difference correcting apparatus be-
tween two-route videos according to claim 1 or 2,

wherein the comparing means (19) comprises
correlation calculating means (21,35, 51,65) to
obtain correlation values of the frame delay video,
the line delay video and the pixel delay video and
two videos having large correlation values, which
are obtained by the correlation calculating means,
are determined as the minimum delay difference
video.

4. A positional difference correcting apparatus be-
tween two-route videos according to claim 3,

wherein the correlation calculating means
(21,35) calculates the sum of the image value dif-
ference absolute values of the videos.

5. A positional difference correcting apparatus be-
tween two-route videos according to claim 3,

wherein the correlation calculating means
(51,65) calculates the image quality characteristic
value of the video.

6. A positional difference correcting apparatus be-
tween two-route videos according to claim 5,

wherein the correlation calculating means cal-
culates the characteristic values of the videos be-
tween the first and second routes for every block
and obtains the difference between these charac-
teristic values of respective routes so as to obtain
the correlation between the videos.

7. A positional difference correcting apparatus be-
tween two-route videos according to claim 6,

wherein the characteristic value is at least one
of an average value of the pixel values in a block
and a dispersion value thereof.

8. A positional difference correcting apparatus be-
tween two-route videos according to claim 1,

wherein a third variable delay means and a
fourth variable delay means (70, 71) are provided
in parallel with the first and second variable delay
means with respect to the received videos of the
first and second routes and a control signal, in which
the delay difference is finally corrected by using the
first and second variable delay means , is provided
to the third and fourth variable delay means, so that
the received video, of which or the delay difference
is corrected, is outputted.
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